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Abstract 
Pascal's rhombus is a variation of Pascal's triangle in which values are computed as the sum 
of four terms, rather than two. It is shown that the limiting ratio of the number of ones to the 
number of zeros in Pascal's rhombus, taken modulo 2, approaches zero. An asymptotic formula 
for the number of ones in the rhombus is also shown. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved 
1. Introduction 
Pascal's rhombus is defined in [2] as a variation on Pascal's triangle. Consider an 
infinite array R = [rid] where i is a non-negative integer and j is an integer, rid defined 
by 
r0 , j=0 for all j ;  rl,j=O for a l l j¢0 ;  & ,0=l ,  
(1) 
Fi+l,j = ri, j + Fi, j _ l  + ri_l, j  + ri, j+ 1 for i t> 1. 
Note that ri, j = 0 if ]Jl /> i. We now define Pascal's rhombus to be the sub-array of  
R where i >~ 0 and for a fixed value of  i we have - i  ~< j ~< i. The first few rows of 
the rhombus and the rhombus (rood2) are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. 
Several properties of  the rhombus and the related left-bounded rhombus (in which 
the rhombus 'grows' infinitely only to the right) are given in [2]. Our interest in the 
rhombus initially stems from [1], in which the same recurrence (mod2) arose in the 
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1 
1 1 1 
1 2 4 2 1 
1 3 8 9 8 3 1 
1 4 13 22 29 22 13 4 1 
Fig. 1. First five rows of Pascal's rhombus (zeroes not shown). 
1 
i i i  
I 0 0 0 1  
i i 0 1 0 1 1  
i 0 1 0 1 0 1 0  
Fig. 2. Pascal's rhombus (mod2). 
study of a problem conceming rid graphs, though the array there is bounded on both 
the left and fight. The following conjecture is from [2]. 
Conjecture. Let a. and f .  be the number of ones and zeroes, respectively, in the first 
n rows of Pascal's rhombus (mod2). Then l im.~ a . / f .  = O. 
A computer program verified that in the first 100000 rows of the rhombus (mod2), 
10.2% of the entries are 1 's. Thus, the ratio of ones to zeroes does not seem to approach 
zero very quickly! In this paper we will first prove a result which might lead one to 
suspect the conjecture is false, but then we prove that the conjecture is, in fact, true by 
obtaining a formula for the number of ones in the first 2 k rows of Pascal's rhombus 
(mod2). 
2. Results 
Let d = [aij] be the binary array obtained by reading Pascal's rhombus mod2. The 
recurrence relations (all mod2) may be re-written as 
ao,j = 0 for all j; al,j = 0 for all j # O; 
a i , j=a i - l , j  q-ai+l, jq-ai ,  j+l q-ai, j - i  (i >~ 1), 
al,0 = 1, 
(2) 
where we have rearranged the terms from Eq. (1) to get (2). If the closed neighborhood 
of an entry includes itself and the four immediately adjacent neighbors (two in the same 
row, two in the same column) then the sum of the entries in the closed neighborhood 
of ai, j is zero, for all i 1> 1 and all j. 
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1 I I 
1 0 1 1 0 0 1 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 1 1 
0 0 1 0 0 i 1 0 1 1 1 1 0 1 
Fig. 3, Sub-arrays ~ and ~. 
If i >_- 2 then we get relations like (2) for each of the four summands on the right- 
hand side of (2). Substituting this into (2) gives 
ai, j = ai-2,j + ai+2,j -+- ai,j-2 + ai, j+2 (i >~ 2). (3) 
Repeating this procedure gives 
ai , /= ai-2,,j + ai+2,,j + ai,j-2, + ai,j+2, (i >>. 2 t) (4) 
for all non-negative integers t. 
We partition the array ~ = [ai,j] into four sub-arrays, the first taking all entries ai. j 
where i and j are both even, the second where i is odd and j is even, the third where 
i is even and j is odd, and the fourth where both i and j are odd. We denote these 
subarrays by 8,@,cg, and 9,  respectively. Because of Eq. (3), the entries of the four 
sub-arrays can be easily generated once the first two rows are known. It turns out that 
and c£ are as shown in Fig. 3, 8 = d ,  and all entries in @ are zero - -  this is 
because all entries in the first two rows of ~ are equal to zero, since al, j  = a3,j = 0 
for all odd j, and thus all subsequent rows of ~ will contain all zeroes, by Eq. (3) 
which implies that entries in @ obey a recurrence identical to (2). Likewise, from 
Eq. (3) it is easily seen that 8 = d .  
Let An,B~,Cn be the number of ones in the nth row of the sub-arrays d ,M and 
oK, respectively. Similar to the partitioning of d ,  the array ~ can be partitioned into 
four sub-arrays based on the parities of the indices. Each such sub-array will obey a 
recurrence identical to (2) once the first two rows are determined. From Fig. 3 we see 
that row 1 of c£ contains the string 11, row 2 contains 1001, etc. Considering these 
sub-arrays of d and (g, for any positive integer t we obtain 
,'t2t =At  + Ct, (5) 
Czt = 2At, (6) 
C2t- 1 = 2Bt = 2A2t- 1. (7) 
Let p be an odd positive integer and i be an integer greater than 1. From equalities 
(5) and (6) we get 
Ap2i ~---&2' ' q- aMp2, 2 (8) 
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and from Eqs. (5) and (7) we get 
A2p = 3Ap. (9) 
The solution to the recurrence given by Eqs. (8) and (9) is 
2 i+2- ( -  1)i 
Ap2'-- 3 Ap, i=0,1 ,2 , . . . .  (10) 
Theorem 1. Let An be the number o f  ones in the nth row o f  Pascal's rhombus (mod2 )
and let 6 (n )=An/ (2n-1)  be the fraction of  the entries in the nth row that are ones. 
I f  n = p2 i where p is an odd integer, then 
2 i+2- ( -  1 )i 
Ap2, -- 3 Ap, i=0 ,1 ,2  .... 
and 
lim 6(p2 i) = 4 2p-16(p) .  
i---. ~ 3 2p 
Proof. The first equation was proved above. It follows that 
2p-  1 p(2 i+2- ( -  1 )i) 
6( p2 i ) 6( P ) 2p p2 i+2-2 ( 11 ) 
which proves the second equation. [] 
Theorem 1 affmns Conjecture 2 from [2], which concerned the special case when 
p=l .  
It is an obvious consequence of Theorem 1 that the sequence Y={6(1) ,6(2) ,  
6(3) .... } diverges. Using Eqs. (5)-(7), similar formulas for -.42t+l,B2t and Bzt+l along 
with Eq. (11), it is not hard to show that the lim sup of Y- is ~, that l im i~ 6(p2i) - z 3  
2 if and only if n = 2 i where i is any if and only if p = 1 or p = 5, and that 6(n) >~ 
non-negative integer or n = 5 × 2 i where i is odd. 
In spite of Theorem 1, we will prove that the conjecture is correct. Let at, bt, et 
be the number of l 's in the first t rows of ~¢, ~, and cg, respectively. For example, 
bl = 1, b2 = 3, b3 = 8. Again, because of the partitions of ~¢, M and c~ into four sub- 
arrays, we get 
a n = b[n/2 ] q- aLn/2 ] + CLn/2J, (12) 
b,, =aFn/2 ] + aLn/2j_ I + cL,,/2 j + cp~/zl-x (13) 
and 
c, = 2b0,/2 ] + 2a[n/2 j . (14) 
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From (12) and (14) we get 
(is) an = ~Cn + CLn/2 j • 
If n = 8t, where t is a positive integer, then from (13) and (14) we get 
c8t = 2a2t + 2a2t-1 + 2c2t + 2c2t-l + 2a4t 
= 2aat + 4a2t + 4c2t-2A2t-2C2t (16) 
and then from (6), (15), and (16) 
al6t = a8t q- 8ant -~- 4a2t-A4t-4A2t-4At.  (17) 
If t -- p.2 i where p is an odd integer, then by (10) 
A4t + 4A2t -'1- 4At Ap 4(2i+3 ----- ~-- [(2i+4-(- 1 )i) -+- +(- -1) i )+4(2 i+2- - ( -1) i ) ]  
2 i+6 - ( -  1 )i 
- -  3 Ap,  (18) 
so from (17) and (18) we get 
2 i+6 - 1 )i.A p 
al6t = a8t + 8a4t + 4azt ----( (19) 
3 
Now we define a sequence {di} by di =a2, (i--0, 1,2,...). Since a l=l ,  az=4, a4--l l  
and a8 = 36, by letting p = 1 in (19) we get the following recurrence relation for {di}: 
2 i+2- ( -  1 )i 
d i=d i_ l+8d i_2+4d i_3  , i>~3, 
3 
do= 1 dl =4 d2 = 11. (20) 
By standard techniques it can be shown that the solution to (20) is 
di -- 17 +687X/q-ff (3  + + 17-7v/i-if68 3 -  + 2 i+2-( -  1 ) i6  (21) 
The total number of entries in the first 2 i rows of the rhombus is 4 i. Since (3+v/~) /8  
is approximately 0.89, we have the following result. 
Theorem 2. Let a, and fn be the number o f  ones and zeroes, respectively, in the 
first n rows of  Pascal's rhombus (mod2). Then l imn-- ,~a,/ fn=O. I f  n=2 i then 
an =di  where di is given by Eq. (21) and the fraction of  ones in the first 2 i rows is 
asymptotically equal to (17 + 7x/q-if)/68((3 + x/~)/8)  i.
So taking 64 times as many rows cuts the fraction about in half. 
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Pascal's rhombus (mod2) is uniquely determined by the recurrence relation (1) and 
the initial conditions pecifying the first two rows. As suggested by I~ubomir Solt6s, 
we can use any (0, 1) first row S (and all zeroes in the previous row) and then use (1) 
to generate an array q/(Se). If S has N ones (so that S can be thought of as a finite 
sequence of zeroes and ones with two infinite tails of zeroes), then the array q/(5 e) 
can be obtained by adding N copies of Pascal's rhombus (mod2) with appropriate 
horizontal shifts according to S. This gives the following corollary. 
Corollary 3. Let S be a finite sequence of zeroes and ones. Let g, and h, be the 
number of ones and zeroes, respectively, in the first n rows of  ql(6Q. Then 
lim,_~o~ g,/h~ = O. 
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